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Count System Initiatives Change and Stay the Same


September 2011 Vol. 11 No. 3


Parts of the 2010 Count System Initiatives (CSI) will be
extended through fiscal year 2012, and other parts will be
modified under an agreement between the USPTO and
POPA to take effect Oct. 1, 2011. 


One modification replaces the FY 2011 provision for
individual adjustments relating to requests for continued
examination, or RCEs. In FY 2010 and FY 2011, the agency
sought to reduce the number of counts in RCE applications.
To avoid harming examiners in the process, the USPTO and
POPA agreed to a system that depended on an examiner’s
number of RCE first action on the merits (FAOMs) relative
to the examiner’s total number of FAOMs. Under the
original 2010 Count System Initiatives agreement signed on
Nov. 3, 2009,  examiners who did more than 27 percent
RCEs would receive an additional time adjustment, on top
of the 2.0 hours per balanced disposal (BD) of the
agreement. 


The calculations of each examiner’s individual RCE
adjustment were burdensome. Agency data showed that the
average hours/BD including RCE adjustment for examiners
in FY 2011 was approximately 2.34 hours/BD. Therefore,
POPA and the agency agreed to replace the individual RCE
adjustment calculation with an across-the-board 2.5 hour
increase for each utility and plant examiner’s expectancy in
the new fiscal year and 0.75 hour for designs examiners.


To ensure that examiners are not harmed by the 2012
count system relative to any aspect of performance, the
agreement includes continuation of the safety net provision.
The safety net enables measurement of an examiner’s
performance under both the previous count system and the
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CSI system. The examiner then will receive benefit of the
better of the performance measurements under the 2012
count system or the previous count system. Examiners and
supervisors, however, do not have the choice or option of
which system to use; the system with the better result for the
examiner relative to the performance issue at hand will be
used.


POPA and the USPTO also agreed that the maximum
number of RCEs that an examiner would have to do for
reduced credit, i.e., 1.75 or 1.5 counts, under the
performance appraisal plan will be one every other biweek,
as RCEs remain on the examiner’s special new case docket.
And the oldest special new case must be moved (on
average) once every other biweek for performance appraisal
plan purposes.


If, however, the USPTO directs an examiner to do an
RCE before the ceiling control date for that application, the
employee will receive two counts for that application.


To see the 2012 Extension Agreement and the original
2010 Count System Initiatives Agreement, go to
www.popa.org, click on Useful Info/Agreements/Count
System Initiatives (CSI). 


The nomination period for POPA’s elected officers and
delegates opens Sept. 30, 2011, and ends at close-of-business
(5 p.m.) on Oct. 15, 2011. Nomination forms will be available
on the POPA website, www.popa.org, the morning of 
Sept. 30.


The 42 positions open for nomination are as follows: 
■ 10 Delegates from the Chemical Area
■ 17 Delegates from the Electrical Area
■ 8 Delegates from the Mechanical and Business Methods 


Areas
■  2 Delegates from Designs and Other Areas combined.
■  5 POPA officers, to be elected from the membership at
large: President, Vice President, Secretary, Assistant
Secretary, and Treasurer.                       (continued on page 2)


In a time of frozen salaries and tight budgets, the
dedicated examiners and other patent professionals of the
USPTO have shown once again why they are its greatest
asset.  The agency recently announced that the primary goal
of the COPA initiative (Clearing the Oldest Patent
Applications)—to move 235,000 of the oldest pending
patent applications—has been reached. In fact, employees
are well on the way to helping the agency move 245,000 or
even 255,000 cases by the end of fiscal year 2011.


Achievement of the COPA goal means that all
employees working under the commissioner of Patents and
having fully successful performance will receive a $700
award with an additional award of $150 for achievement of
the 245,000 case goal and an additional $150 for reaching
the 255,000 goal. Reaching the COPA goal represents a
monumental effort on the part of employees to help the
agency move toward its ultimate goal of reducing the
backlog and achieving pendency of 10 months to first action.


Attaining this COPA milestone, however, has not been
without a few bumps in the road. There has been some
confusion among managers and employees as to the 


(continued on page 3) 
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How to Nominate a Candidate
Candidates for officers and delegates must be POPA


members in good standing, i.e., current dues-paying
members. Nominations for an officer shall be by petition
stating the position sought, signifying the nominee’s
willingness to serve, and signed by at least 15 dues-paying
POPA members.


Nominations for an area delegate shall be by petition
stating the nominee’s organizational area to be represented,
signifying the nominee’s willingness to serve, and signed by
at least five dues-paying members from that same
organizational area.


For either type of nominating petition, nominees are
recommended to obtain more than the minimum number of
signatures in case one or more signatures are disqualified for
not being that of a dues-paying member. The candidate may
sign his or her own petition to count toward the minimum
number of signatures needed.


Completed nominating petitions may be turned into any


member of the Election Committee or to POPA Secretary
Kathleen Duda. All members of the Election Committee are
dues-paying members who do not hold and are not seeking
elected POPA office. Members of the Election Committee
will be listed on the bottom of the nominating petition and
at www.popa.org under “Elections.”


If you wish to vote in the election or sign a nominating
petition and are not a dues-paying member, you may contact
any POPA representative for a dues deduction form. You
may also download a form from www.popa.org by clicking
on “Join POPA.” Return completed dues deduction forms to
any POPA officer or area delegate. To nominate someone or
to be nominated, you must return your dues deduction
form—Standard Form 1187—by close of business on
October 15. 


The ballot will also list a write-in option for each elected
position.


Constitutional Amendment Proposed
The ballot will also include a proposed amendment to


the POPA constitution. Article 10, section 5 of the
constitution currently reads:             (continued on next page)


1. Only members in good standing may vote. This means
your FY 2011 dues have been paid or you are currently
on the payroll deduction program as of 5 p.m. Oct. 15,
2011.


2. Members of the bargaining unit who wish to vote in the
election must submit a signed dues deduction form to a
member of the Election Committee by 5 p.m. Oct. 15,
2011. Employees should keep a photocopy of their dues
form in the event of a challenge or any question regard-
ing their eligibility to vote.


3. The election shall be conducted by secret ballot.
4. A ballot will be mailed to the last known address of


each dues-paying member. The accuracy of the mailing
address is the responsibility of the member.
Confirmation of your current address or change-of-
address requests can be sent to
popa_election_2011@verizon.net.


5. All dues-paying members may vote for officers but may
only vote for area delegates from their own organiza-
tional area, e.g., Chemical, Mechanical, Electrical or
Designs & Others.


6. Avoid making any extraneous marks, signatures, initials,
etc., on the ballot or return envelopes, which could serve
as a personal identifier. Such marks may nullify your
ballot.


7. Ballots marked with more than the maximum number
of votes permitted will be nullified.


8. Members are permitted to run both as an area delegate
and as an officer, however, they may serve in only one
position. If a candidate runs for more than one position 


and is elected to more than one position, the candidate
must select which position to serve in.


9. Election of officers shall be by a plurality of the vote.
Election of delegates shall be by a plurality of the vote
where election of delegates within each organizational
area shall be determined by ranking the candidates by
the number of votes received and choosing a sufficient
number of the highest vote getters to equal the number
of vacancies in the organizational area.


10. The candidates for officers and area delegates will
appear on the ballots in randomly selected order with
an asterisk (*) denoting an incumbent.


11. Write-in candidates are permitted. A write-in candidate
for an officer must receive at least fifteen (15) votes to
be eligible for election. A write-in candidate for an area
delegate must receive at least five (5) votes to be eligi-
ble for election.


12. Any candidate may appoint an observer for the elec-
tion. Candidates may serve as their own observer or
appoint an observer who is a member in good standing
of the association. The observer may observe the
counting of the ballots but shall in no way interfere
with the balloting and ballot-counting procedures or
with the individuals carrying out the ballot-counting
procedures. An observer shall not handle any of the
ballots. No observer shall be left unattended with the
election ballots.


For additional rules or guidelines please see the POPA
Constitution and Standing Rules at www. popa.org.


2011 POPA Election Rules


Nominations for POPA
(continued from page 1)
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parameters of the COPA initiative. In his recent blog, COPA
project leader George Elliott, group director in Technology
Center 1600, reminded everyone of the following provisions
of the COPA program that the agency and POPA had
agreed upon:
■ COPA is a voluntary effort—while management always
retains the right to assign work, with respect to COPA work
shifts, cases from a “foreign” docket will be assigned only to
examiners who are willing to take them.
■ COPA cases may not be assigned to examiners on the
signatory programs. If an examiner goes on the program and
has COPA cases on his or her docket and is still under a
learning curve, those cases must be removed and reassigned
to another examiner. If examiners request COPA cases
while on the program, they must be informed that they will
be held accountable for errors in those cases and that all
cases with qualifying actions are reviewable, whether COPA
shift cases or not.
■ When cases are assigned to examiners, examiners must be
told up front what their learning curve is for those cases. A
special form has been provided for this purpose. The
examiner should be given a copy and the supervisor or
technology center should keep a copy for the record.
■ The agency will continue to take advantage of the 
results of the examiner COPA questionnaire that was
completed earlier in the year to identify examiners who are
willing to work on COPA cases from outside their normal
dockets.


POPA congratulates all of our hard-working bargaining
unit members who have gone the extra mile in helping the
USPTO reach its COPA goal.


“A majority of the Executive Committee shall constitute
a quorum for the transaction of business at any Executive 
Committee meeting. A majority of the President’s 
Committee shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business at any President’s Committee meeting.”


The amendment would change the first words, “A
majority,” to “Forty percent.” The POPA Executive
Committee recommends approval of this proposed
constitutional amendment.


Due to the growth of the POPA bargaining unit and the
POPA Executive Committee, in addition to the increase in
teleworking among POPA bargaining unit members, it has
been increasingly difficult to reach a quorum at regular
Executive Committee meetings, which limits the
association’s ability to conduct business and vote on time-
sensitive matters such as labor agreements and arbitrations.
If approved, the proposed change would reduce the number
necessary for a quorum from 22 to 17, and enhance the
ability of the POPA Executive Committee to transact
necessary business in a timely manner.


Secret Balloting
The mail-in balloting will be open for 21 days. Ballots


will be mailed to dues-paying members on Oct. 31, 2011, and
must be received at the special election return post office
box by 9 a.m. on Nov. 22, 2011, to be counted as an official
ballot.


All balloting will be secret, as required by the U.S.
Department of Labor and POPA’s constitution. The ballots
completed by members will be mailed to a post office box
managed by Election Services Solutions, an independent
election contractor, which will also be responsible for
counting the ballots and reporting the results of the election
to the Election Committee.


Voting will be open only to dues-paying POPA mem -
bers. Under the prior in-person voting system, bargaining
unit members could join the union on election day and then
cast their vote the same day. However, under the new
system, bargaining unit members who wish to vote must join
the union by completing a Standard Form 1187 dues
deduction form and submitting it to POPA by the end of the
nominating period at close-of-business on Oct. 15, 2011.


Because ballots will be mailed to dues-paying members,
POPA must have accurate home mailing addresses for all
members. To ensure proper receipt of their ballots, POPA
dues-paying members must contact POPA with their home
addresses if they have moved within the last three years or if
they wish to confirm their proper address. Members can
email their change-of-address requests to
popa_election_2011@verizon.net.


Nominations for POPA
(continued from page 2)


Are You Getting Your 
Continuing Applications?


While assignment of work is ultimately a management
right, examiners should, nevertheless, normally receive their
continuing applications. If you receive a continuation or
divisional application or a request for continued application
(RCE) that clearly should belong to another examiner, i.e.,
another current examiner did the prior work in the RCE
application or the parent application of a continuation or
divisional application, contact that examiner to inquire
about transferring it before you act on the application. If
that examiner agrees to take the application, contact your
supervisor to have the application transferred.


If your supervisor doesn’t cooperate, contact your
POPA delegate or POPA Vice President Howard Locker
(howard.locker@uspto.gov) or POPA Grievance Director
Dave Fenstermacher (david.fenstermacher@uspto.gov) for
assistance.


Coping with COPA
(continued from page 1)
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Patent End-to-End Pilot Rolls Out
A complete redesign of all computer-based patent


examination tools, called the Patent End-to-End project
(PE2E), is underway at the USPTO. This project will
ultimately replace the current automated tools, including the
Image File Wrapper system (IFW), the IFW user interface
known as the “electronic Desktop Application Navigator”
(eDAN), and the EAST and WEST examiner search tools.
The initial phase of the PE2E project will be piloted in the
Central Reexamination Unit (CRU) beginning Oct. 1, 2011,
and continuing through the first quarter of the fiscal year.


During this pilot, the 65 to 75 CRU examiners will
receive a new graphical user interface to replace eDAN. The
project will also convert CRU reexamination files to a more
robust and text based data storage format that will allow
examiners to text search all documents in a patent
application as well as highlight and annotate relevant text
for use later in composition of office actions. A recent
demonstration of the new interface for POPA’s Executive
Committee suggests that these new changes will be welcome
advancements for patent examiners in the CRU and
throughout the patent examining corps.


The redesign will further develop through FY 2012 with
additional rollouts to other parts of the examining corps and
full dissemination of the new tools expected in FY 2015.


Examiners given the new software should get extensive
special training on the new systems. While POPA is still
looking into potential impacts on the bargaining unit, the
union expects that examiners will be provided official time
codes for training time and “catastrophic” software
problems that would otherwise affect their production.
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If Employee Relations Wants to See You, Contact POPA
If You are Being Investigated


If you are called into a meeting in which the agency is
investigating possible disciplinary action against you, prior to
the meeting’s start the USPTO must inform you of the
general nature of the meeting and of your right to POPA
representation. (See the POPA Collective Bargaining
Agreement, Article 4, Section 8.A, at www.popa.org). You
also have the right to request union representation as soon
as you believe that disciplinary action may result from the
meeting (Article 4, Section 8.B).


If you request a POPA representative, the agency is
obligated to wait a reasonable time to allow you to contact
POPA and secure representation before proceeding with the
meeting (Article 4, Section 8.C).


What should you do if you are called into a meeting and
informed of your right to POPA representation? Email and
call POPA representatives Howard Locker (howard.locker@
uspto.gov, 571-272-0980) and Gerald Ewoldt (gerald.ewoldt@
uspto.gov, 571-272-0843) immediately. Do not go into the
investigatory meeting alone! If you don’t hear from one of
them directly, please inform one of the other POPA officers
or your local POPA representative.


If You are Questioned as a Witness
If the agency calls you into a meeting as a witness in an


USPTO Office of Employee Relations investigation of
another employee or workplace situation, you may request a
POPA representative to accompany you to the meeting.


POPA strongly recommends that employees take
advantage of this right. A witness can turn into a suspect in a
heartbeat depending upon how a question is asked and
answered. Say the wrong thing, and you can become the
focus of an investigation instead of a witness.


If you are called as a witness, email and call Howard
Locker (howard.locker@uspto.gov, 571-272-0980) and
Gerald Ewoldt (gerald.ewoldt@uspto.gov, 571-272-0843)
immediately. If you don’t hear from one of them right away,
inform one of the other POPA officers or your local POPA
representative.


At the witness meeting, the Employee Relations
representative will ask you questions, take notes, and later
draft a statement that you will be asked to review and sign.
Your signing the statement is voluntary, and the statement
itself should indicate that you are signing voluntarily.
Whether you sign the statement or not is your choice. You
cannot be penalized for not signing the statement.


If you choose to sign the statement, you have the right
to change the statement to clarify and/or make the words
your own. Your statement could be used in proceedings
against the subject of the investigation.
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Grievance Seeks Fair Compensation for 
Faulty Production Calculations


December 2011 Vol. 11 No. 4


Examiners reported to POPA problems with incorrect
production calculations in PALM, the Patent Application
Locating and Monitoring system, beginning last summer.
POPA and the agency immediately began trying to work out
solutions and agree on fair employee compensation for the
production shortchanges that have apparently existed
unnoticed since PALM was created many years ago. With
those talks stalemated, POPA filed an association grievance
in November to gain adequate employee recompense.


How did the problem come to light after so many
years? The start of the COPA (Clearing Old Patent
Applications) program caused many more examiners to
have cases with different expectancies (hours per balanced
disposal, or hours/BD), known as split dockets. The PALM
problem only comes into play when examiners have
multiple expectancies and only became noticeable when
employees had significantly different multiple expectancies
such as occurred with the transfer of COPA cases between
examiners, art units and technology centers. For examiners
not on split dockets, i.e., all their cases have the same
expectancy, their quarter and fiscal year production is
correct.


Examiners’ production percentages can differ
significantly depending upon which biweek of the quarter
the work gets turned in and counted if they have cases with
different expectancies. The time during the quarter that
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examiners turn in the cases with high expectancy, compared
to cases with lower expectancy, also affects production
calculations.


Each pay period examiners on split dockets must
update their expectancy based on the mix of cases they
worked in the period. The adjusted expectancy is entered
into PALM and PALM does a weighted average calculation.
The pay period is accurate (assuming the adjusted
expectancy has been timely entered into PALM), but the
quarter and fiscal year calculations are not.


PALM calculates an examiner’s production for an
individual pay period by generating a composite goal, which
will generate an accurate reporting of production within the
individual pay periods. What PALM is failing to do is
generate a composite goal for multiple pay periods. This is
why PALM is accurate within a pay period, but inaccurate
for quarterly and yearly production where multiple pay
periods are involved in the calculations.


The example below uses a ratio of hours, not BDs, to
avoid calculating a composite goal for the six pay periods.
Using this methodology to calculate cumulative production
avoids having to generate any composite goals and a simple
ratio of hours will generate an accurate cumulative
production.


In a hypothetical situation, an examiner has 30 counts 
(continued on page 2)


Wide-ranging Employee Services Available
Personal Help, Free of Charge


Many employees know that the USPTO offers an
employee assistance program (EAP), but often think that
EAP is only there to help with personal problems such as
substance abuse or depression. Most employees don’t know
that it can help with many everyday problems affecting
many people, saving you time and money and giving peace
of mind.


Confidentiality. State and federal laws require that all
employee interactions with employer-offered assistance
programs remain confidential. By law, your concerns will not
be disclosed to USPTO officials. However, when clients
disclose life-threatening situations, such as child or elder
abuse or threats of serious harm to themselves or others,
counselors legally must report these disclosures.


Financial and Legal Services. Employees can consult 
(continued on page 3)


Resources for Your Stage of Life
USPTO employees can contact specialists from


LifeCare, an agency-paid benefit to help you and your
household members better manage daily responsibilities and
life events. Here’s how LifeCare can help.


Get Personalized Referrals. Specialists will help you
find child care, adult care, fitness centers, schools, adoption
resources, home improvement professionals, pet care, and
more—all with confirmed availability.


Request Free Educational Materials. Up-to-date info
on child care and parenting, pregnancy and adoption, adult
care and aging, fitness, losing weight, budgeting, relocation,
college prep, pet care, balancing work and life, and more.


How to Access Interactive Tools. Log on for quick tips,
in-depth articles, webinars, social networks, blogs, podcasts, 
audio tips, streaming videos, and more at www.lifecare.com.


(continued on page 3)
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(there are two counts per BD) credited during a quarter—
15 counts at 20 hours/BD and the other 15 at 30 hours/BD.
In order to determine the actual and correct cumulative
production, perform the cumulative production as if it were
one long pay period. For example, if one were to determine
the actual and correct cumulative production for pay periods
1 through 6, follow the calculations below.


The above is the data for the calculations below. The
important thing to realize is that a composite goal is never
used in determining the cumulative production. One just
determines the total hours for each of the dockets, then
divides by the actual number of hours worked.


BDs (2 counts/BD) BDs x expectancy = Hours


15/2 = 7.5 BDs in Expectancy 1 7.5 x 20 = 150 hours
15/2 = 7.5 BDs in Expectancy 2 7.5 x 30 = 225 hours


375 hours of
work completed


375 hours of work completed ÷ 387 total hours worked
= .9690 or 96.9% which rounds to 97% production.


PALM would have reported the above cumulative
production as 100.8 percent (rounding to 101 percent)—a
difference of 4 percent due to the way PALM is calculating
cumulative production.


The USPTO has said it cannot fix this easily or quickly.
However, the new USPTO docket management system, just


implemented on Oct. 12, 2011, does the math exactly as the
production math should be done, and docket management
calculations are substantially more involved in many
respects.


Although the agency has said it’s willing to fix the
problem and do the math correctly in the future, it is
unwilling to address past production miscalculations that
resulted in shortchanged compensation.


POPA will continue to work with the USPTO to reach a
solution that is equitable to affected examiners. If you
believe you were harmed by PALM’s miscalculations in FY-
2011, please contact David Fenstermacher (2-7102 – Knx
3B07).


Grievance Seeks Fair Compensation
(continued from page 1)


Millennium Pay Case 
Court Date Set


Though the USPTO and POPA met two times with a
court-appointed mediator over the last several weeks, the
two parties did not reach a settlement. This case stems from
the Federal Labor Relations Authority ruling upholding an
arbitrator’s decision on the agency-union Millennium
Agreement, which required the agency to “provide
substantially equivalent alternatives” when the USPTO
failed to seek a special pay rate increase for POPA-
represented employees in 2003.


The parties are set to meet in federal appeals court Dec.
8 to seek a judicial ruling in the case.


The Millennium Agreement, signed by POPA and the
USPTO in 2001, required the USPTO to request the Office
of Personnel Management to increase the special pay rate
each year to “maintain the 10 percent and 15 percent salary
differentials relative to the updated GS rates.” If OPM does
not approve the agency’s request, the agreement states that
the USPTO must work with POPA to provide substantially
equivalent alternative compensation. 


The arbitrator’s decision found for the union and
ordered the parties to work out a “substantially equivalent
alternative.” In view of “the Agency’s improper and illegal
tactics…,” the arbitrator also determined that an
appropriate remedy “should include interest on any money
the employees might receive…”  The agency appealed the
arbitrator’s decision to the FLRA, but the FLRA rejected
each aspect of the agency’s appeal and upheld the
arbitrator’s decision. It is the FLRA’s decision that is now
set to be heard before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit on Dec. 8.


The remaining three grievances over the same issue for
2004, 2005 and 2006 have been held in abeyance pending the
final outcome of the 2003 case. The agency, however, knows
that a great deal of money is at stake in these four cases and
is planning for that contingency. The USPTO stated in its
2010 annual report, “As of September 30, 2010, management
expects it is reasonably possible that approximately $85,612
thousand may be owed for awards or damages involving
labor relations claims.”


Expectancy 1 is 20 hours/BD
Expectancy 2 is 30 hours/BD


Pay Counts Examining
Period Hours


1 5 Counts @ 20 hrs/BD                   70
2 Counts @ 30 hrs/BD


2 3 Counts @ 30 hrs/BD 57


3 5 Counts @ 20 hrs/BD 70
2 Counts @ 30 hrs/BD


4 3 Counts @ 30 hrs/BD 71


5 5 Counts @ 20 hrs/BD 62
3 Counts @ 30 hrs/BD


6 2 Counts @ 30 hrs/BD 57


15 Counts @ 20 hrs/BD 387 total 
15 Counts @ 30 hrs/BD hours worked
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Show Compassion, Generosity
Through CFC


Each autumn, federal employees are asked to open
their hearts and contribute to the Combined Federal
Campaign. This year marks the 50th
anniversary of the CFC, which has
grown to become the nation’s leading
workplace giving program since its
creation by President John F.
Kennedy.  


The CFC gives us the opportunity
to have a positive impact on the lives
of those in need. Many organizations dedicated to improving
people’s lives need your support. This is especially true
today. With the current economic situation, many charitable
organizations are experiencing lower donations and need
your support. Whether you give by payroll de duc tion or
support one or more of the many CFC bake sales, contests
and other activities, please open your heart and your wallet
and help one or more among the many organi zations that
benefit your coworkers, community and nation.


POPA is proud to support the CFC and proud of the
compassion that its bargaining unit members have exhibited
in past years and hope you again will show your generosity.
Thank you for your support of this federal government-wide
effort and for making a difference in the lives of those less
fortunate.


Wide Range of Employee Services (continued from page 1)


Do’s and Don’ts of Unscheduled
Leave and Telework


USPTO employees in the Washington, D.C., area can
follow Office of Personnel Management announcements for
the Washington, D.C., area regarding weather delays,
unscheduled leave, and unscheduled telework as long as the
USPTO is not specifically excluded from the announcement.
You do not need to wait for the USPTO to issue guidance.
You can learn the operating status for the federal
government in the D.C. area by visiting www.opm.gov.


Employees must notify their supervisor to advise them
of their intent to use unscheduled leave. This leave can be
annual leave, earned compensatory time off, earned credit
hours, or leave without pay (LWOP). There is no
requirement to have used all leave before using LWOP.


To do unscheduled telework, you must have a telework
agreement in place and have work that can be performed at
the alternate work site. This option is available to Patents
Telework Program (PTP) and Patent Examiner Laptop
Program participants. Unscheduled telework does not count
against your limit of telework days. For example, if you
teleworked on Monday under the PTP and then an
unscheduled telework day is announced for Friday, you
would be able to telework that day as long as you have work
that you can perform at the alternate work site. As with
unscheduled leave, you must notify your supervisor of your
intent to perform unscheduled telework.     (con’t. on page 4)


■ Log on and look for the “Member Login” box 
Not registered yet? Follow the "New Users Sign Up" link
and enter Registration Code: USPTO
■ For quick access to the site, simply enter Screen Name:
usptogroup and Password: login (case sensitive)
■ Trouble logging in? Call the LifeCare Help Desk: 
888-604-9565


Call for Information and Assistance. Call toll-free any
time of the day or night at 800-456-0845. For TDD/TTY
service, call 800-873-1322.


Examples of LifeCare Benefits. 
■ Geriatric care managers can conduct an agency-paid, in-
person assessment for your aging loved one (limits apply;
contact LifeCare for details)
■ A prenatal kit containing free products and information
for expecting parents.
■ A child safety kit containing free products and safety
information for parents of children under age three.
■ A college kit of products and information to help parents
and their college-bound children manage the transition.
■ An adult care kit loaded with free products and helpful
information for seniors and their caregivers.
■ A be well kit containing free products and information to
help you live a healthier lifestyle.


for free with financial experts and licensed attorneys for
assistance with living will preparation, health care power of
attorney, housing or real estate matters, estate planning,
education funding, retirement planning, and investment
strategies.


Counseling Services. Licensed or credentialed
professional counselors provide face-to-face, short-term
counseling to employees and family members. Counselors
can also provide referrals to community resources based on
client needs, health insurance coverage, and financial
resources.


Critical Incident Response. Professionally trained
critical incident stress management counselors assist in
managing traumatic situations such as threats, acts of
violence, natural disasters, injury, or death. Employees
receive immediate consultations, services and follow-up as
needed and appropriate.


Convenient Access by Phone or Web. Employees need
only call 800-222-0364 or 888-262-7848 (TTY) from
anywhere in the U.S. to receive immediate assistance, 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. You can also go online to
wwwFOH4You.com for easy access to educational materials,
self-assessment tools, and specific information on available
services.


Personal Help, Free of Charge (continued) Resources for Your Stage of Life (continued)
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Attend the


POPA Annual Meeting
Thursday, December 8
11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
Madison Auditorium


Meet the new POPA Executive Committee


Learn the latest on workplace issues


Hear from POPA’s officers


AIPLA Discounts for 
Patent Examiners


The American Intellectual Property Law Association
(AIPLA) gives USPTO employees deeply discounted
membership, which offers continuing education and
networking opportunities to intellectual property
professionals.


The regular 2011 membership fee is $345 per year. The
USPTO employee annual membership fee is $90.
Participating in AIPLA events can benefit examiners’
careers and improve working relationships between the
examining corps and the patent community.


Employees participating in AIPLA activities must
remember, however, that they must not give the impression
that their comments or opinions in any way represent the
position or policy of the USPTO. They must make clear that
they are only offering their own comments, views and/or
opinions.


For more information, go to www.AIPLA.org.


Do’s and Don’ts (continued from page 3)


Both of these options are in addition to any scheduled
flexibilities you may have, such as a non-work day under the
Increased Flexitime Program.


Direct any questions to POPA Secretary Kathleen
Duda, kathleen.duda@uspto.gov or 571-272-1383.








POPA Wins Millennium Agreement Backpay Case
Negotiations Start to Avoid Agency Court Appeal


May 2011 Vol. 11 No. 1


The Federal Labor Relations Authority decided in favor
of POPA’s position that the agency-union negotiated
Millennium Agreement required the agency to “provide
substantially equivalent alternatives” when the USPTO
failed to seek a special pay rate increase for POPA-
represented employees in 2003. The Department of Justice
has appealed the FLRA decision to the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.


However, in recent months the union and agency have
been exploring possibilities for settling their differences out
of court.


The FLRA on Nov. 30, 2010, ruled that a 2006
arbitrator’s decision, which supported POPA’s Millennium
Agreement assertions, was valid. While the USPTO has
expressed interest in settling the matter out of court, the
Justice Department holds the authority to appeal on the
government’s behalf and filed a petition for review in the
D.C. Circuit Court on Jan. 31, 2011. The agency’s appeal
brief is due in May. 


History Explained
The Millennium Agreement, signed by POPA and the


USPTO in 2001, specifically required the USPTO to request
the Office of Personnel Management to increase the special
pay rate each year to “maintain the 10 percent and 15
percent salary differentials relative to the updated GS rates”


www.popa.org PROFESSIONAL REPRESENTATION FOR PATENT PROFESSIONALS


each year for the five years following implementation of the
agreement (2002 to 2006). The agreement states that the
USPTO must work with POPA to provide substantially
equivalent alternative compensation if OPM denied the
agency’s request.


POPA filed a similar grievance for the 2002 special rate
pay in a separate grievance but, after an initial victory
before an arbitrator, POPA lost before the FLRA. POPA
amended its arguments in the 2003 case and three similar
grievances filed for 2004-2006. Those three grievances have
been held in abeyance pending the outcome of the 2003
case; POPA will go forward with arbitration on those
grievances if a settlement is not reached.


The agency and union both have incentives to settle
their differences without further litigation. They can look to
a similar, but larger, special rate backpay case litigated by
the National Treasury Employees Union that, according to
NTEU, took 22 years to resolve and cost the government
more than $178 million. The USPTO presumably would like
to avoid the expense and POPA would like the impacted
employees to receive their backpay before they retire or die,
as was the unfortunate instance too often with the NTEU
case.


POPA will report on the results of any settlement
negotiations and/or additional litigation as news becomes
available.


POPA succeeded in bringing approximately 130
additional employee positions into its bargaining unit
through a negotiated agreement signed with the USPTO in
early December.


The agreement settled a petition to the Federal Labor
Relations Authority that the union filed in August 2010
seeking to extend POPA protections to about an additional
200 positions.


POPA chose to negotiate a settlement to avoid
protracted litigation from a countersuit that the agency
planned to file to remove other positions, not identified in
POPA’s petition, from the bargaining unit. Both sides
decided negotiation was preferable to the cost—in time,
money and disruption of employees’ work lives—of
continued litigation.


The agency and union agreed to include in the POPA
bargaining unit:


! patent attorneys at the Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences;
! non-supervisory attorneys and congressional affairs
specialists in the Office of External Affairs;
! petitions examiners in the Office of Petitions; and
! review quality assurance specialists (rQAS) in the Office
of Patent Quality Assurance.


The negotiators settled to exclude from the POPA
bargaining unit:


! attorneys in the Solicitor’s Office;
! attorneys in the Office of General Law;
! attorneys in the Office of Enrollment and Discipline;
! attorneys performing supervisory functions in the Office
of External Affairs; and


(continued on page 2)


USPTO and POPA Settle Dispute on Clarification of Unit 
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USPTO, POPA Settle Dispute
(continued from page 1)


! international technical projects specialists and patent
classifiers on the International Liaison Staff.


The training quality assurance specialists (tQAS) were
divided. The agency retained the ability to designate up to 24
training quality assurance specialists who work in employee
relations as non-bargaining unit. The agency and union also
agreed to exclude five specific, individual positions from the
bargaining unit; all of those affected employees were
notified.


The agreement became effective on Dec. 3, 2010, and all
employees whose status changed should have been notified
in writing. Each affected employee should receive a new
Form SF-50, “Notification of Personnel Action,” showing the
employee’s designation as a POPA bargaining unit member.
POPA’s bargaining unit code, “2325,” should appear in Box
37 of the corrected Form SF-50.  In addition, some
employees have had their occupational series code changed
from GS-1224 to GS-1220. This change became necessary to
preserve employees’ current pay grades. POPA is working
with the agency to insure that this change in occupational
series will not negatively impact affected employees.


POPA and the USPTO agreed to maintain the status
quo regarding telework options and performance awards for
the affected employees until POPA and the agency can
complete negotiations on these issues. However, if the two
parties have not yet finished negotiations and should the
agency determine that budget issues would prevent payment
of performance awards to managers, then affected
bargaining unit employees would default to the current
negotiated awards for employees without a production
element in their performance appraisal plans. Criteria for
the current non-production award programs can be found in
Appendix A and Appendix C of POPA’s Collective
Bargaining Agreement.  View a copy at www.popa.org under
“Useful Info/Collective Bargaining.” 


If you have questions about your status, contact POPA
officers Robert Budens, Kathleen Duda or Pamela
Schwartz, whose contact information is listed on the back of
this newsletter.


Congress Chooses USPTO for
Telework Pilot Program


A USPTO telework test recently legislated by Congress
will use employees agency-wide as guinea pigs to show,
hopefully, that allowing employees who telework from
outside the 50-mile commuting limit to have home-based
duty stations—without the requirement to travel to
Alexandria every bi-week—can be a win-win situation for
both employees and the agency. Employees would save
money on travel costs by having to report back to the
USPTO’s Alexandria headquarters less frequently, while the
agency improves employee retention and reduces overhead
costs, such as real estate expenses.


The Telework Enhancement Act of 2010, enacted in
January 2011, gave the USPTO specific authority to set up
the telework pilot program—and a seven-year window
within which to conduct the test. The test requires the
formation of a Telework Oversight Committee comprised of
an equal number of management and labor representatives
from each agency collective bargaining unit, namely POPA
and the two USPTO National Treasury Employee Union
chapters.


Oversight Committee’s Role
This committee will develop the pilot’s operating


procedures, including who may participate, costs to the
employee and the agency, and other parameters, keeping in
mind the legislation’s goal of “minimizing agency travel
expenses and employee travel requirements” and “to
enhance cost savings or other efficiencies that accrue to the
government.” The test would permit the agency to change
employees’ duty stations to their approved alternate work
sites within the U.S. provided the employees agreed to pay
travel costs, e.g., airfare and accommodations, back to the
agency for a limited number of trips per year. Under the
legislation, the agency would still be required to compensate
an employee for his/her travel time to and from the agency
each time the agency requires the employee to return to the
USPTO Alexandria headquarters.


The Telework Oversight Committee has been meeting
regularly since early March to work out the details for the
pilot program. with hope that final agreement will be
reached very soon. Until the committee completes design of
the program and announces its start date, employees who
telework from beyond the 50-mile commuting area should
continue reporting to the Alexandria office for two days per
pay period as required by the current patents hoteling
program.


The congressional outline for the program is in H.R.
1722 from the 111th Congress, Sect. 5711 (f)(2), available at
the Library of Congress website, http://thomas.loc.gov.


POPA Honors Employees 
for Service


POPA awarded its 2010 Distinguished Service Award to
Dr. Gerald Ewoldt for his service in adverse actions and its
Grievance Director’s Award to Dionne Pendleton for her
service in the grievance operations. Many thanks and
congratulations to both POPA members.
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Examiners Testing New Laptops
Prior to Corps-wide 


Deployment
Selected patent examiners are test-driving new laptop


computers as part of beta testing for the agency’s coming
move to universal laptops for all USPTO employees. Beta
testing is being carried out in two examiner test groups, beta
2 and beta 3. Initial beta testing, beta 1, used non-examining
personnel.


Selected examiners in Technology Center 2100 began
beta testing the new laptops in February. In March,
employees in art units 1624, 1654, 1722, 2911, 2886, 3657, and
3693 began the third and final beta test of the new
equipment, along with about a dozen tech support personnel
and several quality assurance specialists and group directors.


The universal laptops will serve as a single, primary
desktop computer for all employees to use on and off
campus. Deployment to the examining corps is slated to
begin in May with Technology Center 2900 leading the way.
The new laptop will replace the multiple computers assigned
to employees in the office and at home, and will eliminate
the need for the virtual ERA desktop for hotellers. Full
deployment is expected to continue through the end of the
calendar year and into early 2012.


Current teleworkers will lose the ability to leave their
Patent Examiner Laptop Program computer at home.
Instead they will have one business-class laptop that
includes the latest processing tools: memory, display, the new
Windows 7 operating system and Microsoft Office 2010
suite. Universal laptop users plug the laptops into desktop
ports that connect to their additional office equipment, such
as keyboard, printer and dual monitors. The laptops will
serve as the central processing unit for employees wherever
they may be, at home or agency office.


The agency expects the new laptops to provide: a stable
21st century platform for the most modern capabilities;
desktop standardization, which will simplify future software
updates and patches; improved remote access for
teleworkers due to the elimination of the current remote
desktop protocol; and recouped data center space, power
and utilities provided by back-end improvements.


Testing and Deployment
The universal laptops’ beta 2 testing is continuing, with


art units 2183, 2184, and 2195 and associated tech support
staff and supervisors using these new computers and
operating systems. The participating examiners have
reported only minor inconveniences with the new laptops so
far. The Office of the Chief Information Officer and the
universal laptop teams in the other business units expect to
resolve any identified problems before issuing new
equipment to all employees. Everyone who has tested the
new laptop has noted the speed with which programs open
and function in the office and home environments.


The USPTO plans to deploy the laptops during evening


hours—to minimize down time and inconvenience—to
about 50 employees each night, due to complexity of the
launch. Examiners will leave for the evening and return the
next day to their new laptop with all software and settings
ready to go. Full art units will receive the new equipment at
the same time to ensure communication and interoperability
among co-workers. Deployment to all USPTO employees
will take approximately a year.  


Prior to the deployment, technicians will visit the
employees to review their current computer (its programs,
data storage, etc.) to ensure effective data migration to the
new computer. Classroom and computer-based training will
be offered on official time to all employees, along with
training literature.


New Phone and Collaboration Tools
The agency is also replacing the phone system and


collaboration tools and expects them to be a big
improvement over the current ones—especially for the
employees who work from home. Examiners participating in
the beta 2 testing already have the new office phones. New
home phones and collaboration tools will be provided to
examiners in the beta 3 test as they become available.


The beta tests help improve the process and product for
the examiner end-users. Thank you, beta test participants.
Please continue to provide your valuable feedback.


See
POPA


on


Community Day
Enjoy refreshments and fun freebies
(while they last) when you visit the


POPA table at
USPTO Community Day


May 12. 


See you there!
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The Agency is Watching Your
Internet Use


The USPTO employs a commercial spyware program,
Blue Coat, to monitor Internet use by all bargaining unit
members, categorizing and recording every webpage viewed.
If you open too many webpages that the agency has
designated as inappropriate or you use too much bandwidth,
you may be subject to an Employee Relations investigation.


The agency is targeting webpages in several Blue Coat
categories, such as “Adult/Mature,” “Gambling” and
“Violence/Hate/Racism.” The “Adult/Mature” category is
not what you might think; it includes websites such as
UrbanDictionary.com and others that Blue Coat describes
as “very profane or vulgar content and sites that are not
appropriate for children.”


The agency also monitors the quantity of Internet use
by recording both bandwidth usage and “page hits.” Exceed
the USPTO’s limits and you may wind up the subject of an
Employee Relations investigation for “excessive” Internet
use.


While the limit for bandwidth usage is currently 5.0 GB
per month, the agency won’t tell employees the limit for
“page hits.” How can you know if you’ve exceeded the
bandwidth limit? You can’t. Additionally, the USPTO
doesn’t want you to know or be able to monitor/track how
much Internet bandwidth you use each month because it
believes that if you know how much you are using, you
might push your usage to the limit.


How can you protect yourself? Simply apply a little
knowledge and a lot of common sense. A few useful tips to
remember:


! Video uses more bandwidth than streaming audio.
! Streaming audio uses more bandwidth than websites with
changing or flashing images.
! Websites with changing images use more bandwidth than
static websites.
! Always close websites you are viewing, do not minimize
them.
! Close all websites when you lock your computer. Locking
your computer alone does not shut open websites.


Recently the USPTO charged a bargaining unit
member with excessive Internet usage for leaving a favorite
blog open 24 hours a day, minimizing it when not in use. The
blog refreshed its advertisers’ websites every few minutes.
Some websites, like this particular blog, use bandwidth to
contact their advertisers for ad updates. This, along with the
changing images, drove the employee’s usage over the limit.


What should you do if you are charged with any sort of
Internet abuse or called into a meeting with Employee
Relations? Email and call Howard Locker and Gerald
Ewoldt immediately. If you don’t hear back from one of
them directly, please inform one of the POPA officers or
your local POPA representative. Contact information for all
of these individuals is at www.popa.org.


Joint Labor-Management
Committee Tackles Work Life


Concerns
The POPA members on the Joint Labor-Management


Committee serve as the bargaining unit’s eyes and ears for
workplace improvements. They offer an additional outlet for
employees’ concerns and suggestions.


The POPA-USPTO committee has been part of the
agency landscape since its inclusion in the collective
bargaining agreement signed in 1986. Though the committee
would go on hiatus occasionally since that time, it has met
quarterly since 2006.


The members of the committee strive to enhance the
quality of USPTO work life and to improve agency
effectiveness by discussing each other’s concerns, openly
exchanging information, and jointly solving issues and
concerns that adversely impact the work environment.


The Joint Labor-Management Committee does not
replace the collective bargaining process or the grievance
procedure. It’s prohibited from discussing grievances or
other formal disputes or actions. It fosters cooperation to
improve the workplace.


Committee Functions
The employees on the committee are first-line


supervisors and examiners who are not POPA
representatives. They meet in four discussion groups—
Chemical, Electrical, Mechanical, and “Other,” which covers
all other agency areas in which bargaining unit members
work.


When members raise issues in a particular area, an
expert is often brought in for consultation. For example, to
address a facilities issue the group may consult with a 
heat ing and ventilation expert. If an employee brings an
issue to the Joint Labor-Management Committee that falls
outside the committee’s purview, the committee will direct
the issue to the most appropriate forum. For example, an
issue may be specific to one technology center, so the issue
would be directed back to the technology center level for 
resolution. The committee members from that tech center
then report back to the committee on how the problem was
solved.


Issues Addressed
Some recent issues and concerns that the committee has


dealt with include: recommending improvements and
identifying problems with examiner automation tools such
as OACS and eDAN; EAST/WEST error messages during
searching; incorrect expectancy calculations in PALM; and
facilities problems such as bathroom and pantry cleanliness
and speeding in the parking garages.


If you have workplace or work life issues you would like
the committee to address, share your concerns with one of
the committee members listed on page 5.
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POPA and USPTO Joint Labor-Management Committee
POPA Representatives USPTO Representatives
Robert Budens, Chair TC 1600  x20897 Donald Hajec, Chair TC 3700  x22975
Christine Saoud TC 1600  x20891 Georgia Epps TC 2800  x22328


(POPA Coordinator) (USPTO Coordinator)


Electrical Discussion Group
Diane Mizrahi* TC 2600  x24079 VACANT
Luci Bautista TC 2100  x24132 Christopher Kelley TC 2400  x27331
Karen Tang TC 2400  x23116 Brian Zimmerman TC 2600 x23059
Samuel Gebremariam TC 2800  x21653 Robert Kim TC 2800  x22293


Chemical Discussion Group
Robert Kelly* TC 1600  x20729 Anne Marie Grunberg* TC1600   x20975
Mark Osele TC 1700  x21235 Mike Wityshyn TC1600   x20926
Phillip Gambel TC 1600  x20844 Timothy Meeks TC1700 x21423


Mechanical Discussion Group
Erica Cadugan* TC 3700  x24474 Derris Banks* TC 3700  x24419
Mary A. Davis  TC 3700  x29965 Monica Carter TC 3700  x24475
Maurice Williams TC 3600  x24263 Peter Cuomo TC 3600  x26856


Other Discussion Group
Kery Fries* P/OPLA  x27757 Stella Reid* TC 2900  x22656
Elaine Gin E/PEA x29300 Steven Griffin SIRA      x21189
Deanna Fluegeman TC 2900 x27649 Tim McMahon SIRA      x23381


Health and Safety Committee
Pamela Schwartz* TC 1700  x21528 Karen Young* TC 3700  x23750
Kathy Duda TC 1700  x21383 John Hassett C/OCS x26250
Howard Weiss TC 2800  x21720 Joe Burns Security  x26247
VACANT Timothy Thorpe TC 3700  x24444
____________________________________________


* Denotes USPTO and POPA co-chairs of each group.


POPA Negotiates First-Action Interview Process Expansion
Because the initial pilots of the First-Action Interview


program resulted in practically double the usual allowance
rate with positive reviews from patent examiners and
applicants, the USPTO and POPA agreed to expand the
pilot to all examiners and all patent applicants as of May 1.


Notable among the protections negotiated by POPA in
the one-year pilot program is that examiners will not be
charged under their performance appraisal plan for the first
occurrences of errors related to the examination procedures
changed by the initiative. Examiners will be informed of the
clear error in the first-action interview process and may be
held accountable for second and subsequent errors. This
only applies to errors related to the new procedures—
examiners can still be charged for the first clear errors on


other quality issues such as identifying proper prior art and
making appropriate rejections.


Applicants request the first-action interview process
when filing their patent application. The agency then will
email the examiner who receives the case that the interview
process applies to the case. Examiners will get just-in-time
training if/when needed and first-action interview specialists
will be available to assist examiners in each technology
center.


In the three years that the agency has been running
limited first-action interview pilots, examiners lodged no
noteworthy complaints with POPA about the program,
providing much positive feedback to the association about
the process.
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2010 Actual 2011 Budget
INCOME


Dues $ 285,170.00 $ 299,000.00 (est.)
Interest $        682.07 $     1,000.00 (est.)
Other $        852.42


___________ ____________
Total Income $ 286,704.49 $ 300,000.00 (est.)


EXPENDITURES


Litigation, 
Lobbying $   79,229.21 $ 160,000.00


Newsletter $   21,638.12 $   33,000.00


National 
Activities $     1,190.00 $     4,000.00


Training & 
Conferences $     6,045.00 $     8,000.00


Legal
Information 
Resources $   11,307.89 $   12,000.00


Elections* $                0 $   15,000.00*


Administrative $   14,527.34 $   32,300.00


Membership 
Services $     2,144.53 $     5,000.00


Membership 
Meetings $     2,501.81 $     5,000.00


Capital 
Expenditures $   14,550.40  $   15,000.00


___________ ____________
TOTAL $ 153,134.30 $ 289,300.00
EXPENDITURES


Net to Reserve $ 133,570.19 $   10,700.00


* Effective November 2008, Election expenses are incurred 
every three years. Election – 2011


Notes
National Activities: Membership dues for national 
organizations such as the Society of Federal Employee
and Labor Relations Professionals.


Administrative: Includes expenses for accounting, 
secretarial, postage, office supplies and equipment, 
insurance, miscellaneous and bank fees.


Membership Services: Membership incentives and 
participation in USPTO Community Day.  
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POPA Financial Report
2010-2011


The following report includes 2010 Association income and expenditures through December 31, 2010, and the 
2011 Association budget approved by the Executive Committee.
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